08 Critique day
Friday, September 14, 2018

12:00 PM

We are confirmed that our Final Show will be Saturday Dec 14, 4:30-5:30 in Fiske Planetarium. Invite
your friends and family! You will be given tickets for them.

Critiques
• Don't forget to post original, unedited images in Canvas, plus high resolution final images
• Don't save edited as JPG for Canvas, OK for FlowVis.org
• This critique is for a Work In Progress. You are encouraged to revise your work. Deadline for revisions is last
day of class December 11 , unless you negotiate for a later one. Quality is critical.
• Your report will be due one week after we finish critiques for this assignment. See Report Guidelines document
on FlowVis.org
○ Citations: Be sure to put direct copy of text in "quotes" and cite source. TA will be checking.
• I may tell you what flow category to add your post to. Write it down, make it so.
• Make a note of the fluid physics keywords you get. They will help you search for references to put in your
report.
• References for some physics are in our Zotero Library. See document on Course Info page:
http://www.flowvis.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/Zotero-Instructions.pdf
Our critique method is adapted from
Lerman, Liz. Critical Response Process: A Method for Getting Useful Feedback on Anything You Make, from Dance to
Dessert. EBook., 2002. https://www.amazon.com/Liz-Lermans-Critical-Response-Processebook/dp/B00CF8MYD6/ref=sr_1_1?crid=33FL1ANVGPYPF&keywords=liz+lerman%
27s+critical+response+process&qid=1565033305&s=gateway&sprefix=liz+lerman%2Caps%2C576&sr=8-1.
Step 1: Statements of Meaning
What does this image/vid say about fluids? What is being shown?
What does this image/vid say about aesthetics? Does it strike you with beauty, power, destruction
or oddness? Or some other aesthetic?
What does this image/vid say about imaging technique? Does it impress you, or inspire questions?
Are there other meanings in the image/vid?
If making a positive comment, BE HONEST and SPECIFIC. What did you like and why? DO NOT JUST
SAY 'good job'
Step 2: Artist as Questioner
The student presenting can ask for specific feedback to guide further development of the work:
"What do you think of the way it is cropped? What about the color? Did you notice where the light
pole was edited out" etc. Don't ask just 'what do you think', that's too vague. You'll get more
useful answers if your question is focused.
Step 3: Neutral questions from Responders (audience).
This is tough, to ask a question without embedding an opinion. It will take practice. For example,
instead of "It's kind of dark" or "why is it so dark at the bottom" ask "what do you think about the
balance of light and dark areas?"
Step 4: Permissioned Opinions
Responders name the topic of their opinion, then ask the artist for permission to state it. For
example, "I have an opinion about the depth of field and the focus. Do you want to hear it?" The
artist can answer yes or no. If you already know that the focus was bad and what to do, you can
say "No thanks." If you are open to suggestions, then say "yes".
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In-Class Critiques:
1. Log in to FlowVis.org
2. Gallery>2019 Fall Get Wet
3. For each image, try to type or verbalize at least one substantive comment:
a) A statement of meaning or
b) A response to a question from the artist or
c) A neutral question or
d) Ask to offer an opinion. Later the artist will respond; if yes, then add your opinion.
OK to balance with suggestions for improvement.
It's easy to criticize, but being able to articulate the strengths of a colleague's work is an
extremely valuable skill. Then instead of criticizing, ask about choices; why was it done like
that? This is the "neutral question"
See Critique Suggestion sheet.
4. If you verbalize a comment, type it too.

Suggestions on what to do at each stage if you are the
ARTIST
Preparing for the Process
... invested in continuing to work on the piece you are showing and open to the possibility that
you might change it.
... thinking about what you want to learn related to where you are in the process of developing
the work you are showing.
... in an open frame of mind about what you will hear.
Step One: Statements of Meaning
... suspending the need to hear “this is the greatest thing I’ve ever seen.”
... suspending the need to question the sincerity of positive comments.
... attending to your own internal reactions to the comments in terms of how they inform the
steps to come:
Are they answering the questions I have about the work?
• Are they suggesting that I need to probe deeper on any subject?
• Are they raising my sense of curiosity about something new?
• Are they reflecting a consensus reaction or a diverse response?
Step Two: Artist Asks Questions
... building on the information you have heard in step one.
... refraining from long explanatory preambles.
... considering possibilities for two-part questions or general questions.
... ready to narrow questions down when they spill out in groups.
... ready to hear opinions, including negative ones, when they are in direct response to the
question you have posed.
Step Three: Responders Ask Neutral Questions
... attentive to possibilities and issues that may not be prominent in your current thinking.
... using the dialogue as an opportunity to advance your thinking about the work rather than to
repeat what you already know.
... not working too hard to divine the opinion behind the question
Step Four: Permissioned Opinions
... listening to the content of permission requests as well as opinions.
... exercising the options of saying “yes” or “no” to a proposed opinion.
... considering how content of this and previous steps is informing your thinking about how you
want to continue with the piece you are working on
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want to continue with the piece you are working on
Wrap-up
... consolidating the most useful information you’ve heard.

RESPONDER
Preparing for the Process
... invested in the potential for the artist to do his/her best work.
... thinking ahead to how you will participate in the steps of the Process as you observe the
presentation of the artist’s work.
Step One: Statements of Meaning
... making comments that add new perspectives to what has already been stated.
... limiting your response to one or two points when many responders are
participating.
... if you have a strong opinion that you would eventually like to make, addressing arelated aspect
of the work in your step one statement.
... noting the meanings that others have found in the artwork, observing how those comments are
expanding your own perception of the work.
... observing your own preferences and points of reference.
Step Two: Artist Asks Questions
... keeping your answers honest and specific to the artist’s question.
... expressing opinions, even negative ones, IF they are in response to the artist’s question.
... listening carefully to the areas of interest and concern that are directed by the artist.
... staying interested in the conversation, even when it is about an aspect of the work about which
you may not have a strong opinion.
Step Three: Responders Ask Neutral Questions
... framing a neutral question about the area of your opinion.
... considering options from general to specific and the possible merits of posing a more general
question before a specific one.
... listening to the artist’s response for indications that the opinion you have in mind may be either
very valuable or irrelevant to the artist’s concerns.
... curious about aspects of the work that aren’t related to strong opinions (i.e., open to asking
questions that are not opinion driven
Step Four: Permissioned Opinions
... always prefacing opinions by saying “I have an opinion about ___ would you like to hear it?”
and waiting until artist consents.
... indicating, in your request to the artist, if your opinion contains a suggestion or fixit.
... not loading the content of your opinion into the permission request.
... engaging the artist directly rather than dialoguing with other responders.
Wrap-up
...observing the quality of the contribution you and your fellow responders have made.
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